It’s not just new in every way. It’s the new standard.

**EVOLVE 40** – Engineered to keep you on task. Exceptional audio, outstanding noise isolation, superior comfort.

### CONCENTRATION
- **10%** less time available for concentration\(^1\)
- **3-5** hours a day are lost to unwanted interruptions\(^2\)
- **81%** say noise and interruptions significantly impact their productivity\(^3\)
- **360° BUSYLIGHT**
- **48%** less background noise, thanks to advanced noise isolating design\(^4\)

### COLLABORATION
- **35%** LESS background noise on your calls\(^4\)
- **3** microphone call technology
- **87%** of employees work in distributed teams\(^5\)
- **2x** as many hours are spent on virtual collaboration\(^1\)

### FLEXIBILITY
- **73%** of employees work remotely once a week\(^6\)
- **10m\(^2\)** of space is available per person in the open office now, compared to 50m\(^2\) in 1960\(^7\)
- **2x** as many plug-and-play connectivity options (USB-A and USB-C variants available)
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